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44 Chapter 3

Dr. Brain! 
Dr. Brain!  

Get ahold of 
yourself!

slap

slap

Where 
are we?!

Ungh...

What?!

Are we...
inside a 
mouth?

Mouth?!

That looks 
like the 

cookie I was 
just eating.

Does that mean 
someone just 

swallowed us...?

But who? 
Kay?

Thud

Kruuuuuuuk

A



Ahhhhhhh!

Splat

Gah!

Thump

How many times 
did I ask you to 

buckle up?!

Blaaaam
Acccck! 

A monster!

Kruuuuuuuk

Sluuuuurp



CIRCULATORY 
SYSTEM

Survival Science!

22

Arteries, Capillaries, and Veins

Blood doesn’t stay in one place. The heart constantly pumps 
blood throughout the entire body. Blood goes through arter-
ies, capillaries, and veins before coming back to the heart. 
The tubes that make up this route are called blood vessels. If 
you connected all the blood vessels in your body, they would 
be more than 60,000 miles long. That’s like walking across 
the United States 20 times! 

Artery

These tubes send the oxygen-rich blood from 
the heart to every organ of the body. Arteries 
are thick enough to withstand the strong pres-
sure from the heart. They also have a layer of 
stretchy muscle. Blood that flows through the 
arteries has a lot of oxygen and nutrients.

Capillary

Capillaries are tiny blood vessels spread out 
like a net. They help blood from the arter-
ies to reach every part of the body. Oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, nutrients, and waste travel 
through the capillaries’ thin walls, which are 
only a single layer of cells thick.

Vein

These tubes return blood to the heart 
after it exits the capillaries. They carry 
blood with carbon dioxide and waste. 
Far away from the heart, blood flow is 
weak, so many veins have valves to keep 
the blood moving toward the heart, not 
backward.

Artery

Vein

Bl d Ve� els 
of the Body

Types of Blood Vessels
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44 Chapter 2 the respiratory system

The on-campus Koujo 
Sidewalk Café

I’ve been 
thinking that 
abdominal 
breathing 
might be 
effective 
for the 

marathon.

With some 
practice, 

you could 
probably 

increase your 
tidal volume, 

or your 
“resting 
breath.”

And more O2 
will mean 

more energy 
for my hard-

working 
muscles!

Right.

Your inhalations 
and exhalations 
are both larger 
when you breathe 

with your 
diaphragm.

I see... 
sounds handy.

At any rate, 
you sure 
eat well...

It Must be all 
that exercise. 

You haven't 
come up for 

air once.

Yep, I sure can 
inhale a meal!

crunch 
crunch

Munch 
munch

Ha ha ha Ha ha ha

Controlling Respiration

Controlling Respiration 45

So we’ve talked 
about how you can 

consciously control 
your breathing.

But your 
respiratory rate 

can vary even when 
you aren’t thinking 

about it.

...The respiratory 
system 

automatically 
adapts to respond 

to different 
situations.

Ah, just like 
other systems 
in the body...

Right.
If I remember 
correctly...

...the brain stem is 
like a kind of life 
support system, 

isn’t it?

That’s right. 
Our most basic 
functions are 

controlled there.

For example, inhale 
as much as you can...
and then hold your 
breath. Everything 
you’ve done so far 
was by your own 
intention, right?

But When you 
reach a limit...

Pu-hah!

...you have to 
exhale, and your 
respiration rate 
really increases.

Respiration

Brain

Suu

Hah Hah

cardiac 
cycle

Voluntary

There are areas in 
the brain stem called 
respiratory centers, 
which control the 

respiration rate 
and depth of 
respiration.

Brain stem
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Fibonacci

1 function fibonacci(size) {

2 

3   var first = 0, second = 1, next, count = 2, result = [first, second];

4 

5   if (size < 2)

6     return "the request was made but it was not good"

7 

8   while (count++ < size) {

9     next = first + second;

10     first  = second;

11     second = next;

12     result.push(next);

13   }

14 

15   return result;

16 }

IF HEMINGWAY WROTE JAVASCRIPT
Ernest Hemingway

16

Ernest Hemingway’s work is characterized by 
direct, uncomplicated prose and a lack of arti
fice. In his fiction, he describes only the tangible 
truths: dialog, action, superficial traits. He does 
not attempt to explain emotion; he leaves it alone. 
This is not because Hemingway doesn’t want his 
stories to convey feeling—quite the opposite: his 
intent is to create a vacuum so that it might be 
filled by the reader’s own experience. After all, 
emotion is more easily felt than described with 
words:

I have tried to eliminate everything unneces-
sary to conveying experience to the reader so 
that after he or she has read something it will 
become a part of his or her experience and 
seem actually to have happened. 1

Hemingway’s prose is never showy, and his 
syntax is almost obsessively conventional. The 
short, unchallenging sentences and absence of 
difficult words add a childlike quality to his ca
dence. He assumes the role of naive observer, all 
the better to draw his readers into the emotional 
chaos beneath.
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British Rail Class 55 Deltic 
Carl Greatrix
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Salk InStItute 
la Jolla, California, 1962, 
louis kahn.

LEGO COnCrEtE 
tExturEs

the grooves in these 
bricks mimic the textures 
left behind when concrete 
forms are removed.

Smooth

Horizontal 
grooves

Vertical 
grooves

Brick 
texture

Many people assume that the name 

Brutalism comes from the architecture’s 

angular, aggressive, and raw look, which 

could easily be described as “brutal.” 

However, it is actually derived from the 

term béton brut (or “raw concrete”), which 

the architect le Corbusier used in many 

of his buildings. le Corbusier is proba-

bly most famous for Villa Savoye (1931), 

which is generally credited as a Modernist 

design, but his later unité d’Habitation 

(1952) is a monument of concrete and a 

clear example of the early Brutalist style.

the versatility of raw concrete has allowed 

architects to create a wide variety of 

sculptural forms. Brutalist buildings can 

be sharply angular as in andrew Melville 

Hall (1967), employ blocky cubic forms 

like Habitat 67 (1967), feature smooth 

curves, or combine all of the above, 

such as with Palace of assembly (1963) 

in Chandigarh, India. Many buildings 

follow strict symmetry, while others have 

more unpredictable forms. Small, oddly 

shaped windows are common—a frequent 

criticism of the style by people who live 

and work in these buildings.

as with most architectural movements, Bru-

talism’s popularity has ebbed and flowed. It 

was a leading style throughout the 1960s, 

andrew MelVIlle Hall 
St andrews, Scotland, 1967,  
James Stirling.

101Brutalism
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You found this book! Okay, awesome. I was really hoping it 
would get to you.

Imagine someone tells you he’s discovered a new way 
of writing. Not a new language, like French or Japanese or 
Elvish, but a whole new kind of writing that makes your 
stories actually happen. If you described a maze, people could 
enter—and get lost in—that maze. If you wrote about a far-
away planet where robot pirates fought ninja wizards, that 
planet would totally exist. Not only that, but you could write 
dialogue like "Beep boop shiver me circuits" or cast spells like 
ninja_wizard.throw_flaming_ninja_stars. Crazy, right? And that’s 
probably exactly what you’d say: that this is completely crazy 
and whoever thought of it has too much time on his hands. 
Too much imagination.



2  CHAPTER 1

Well, it turns out there’s no such thing as too much imagi-
nation. So! Imagine me this: not only is this crazy new way of 
writing real, but you can learn how to do it. You could, with a 
little practice, figure out how to make your own worlds with 
your own rules. You’d be in charge, and you could do pretty 
much anything you could think of. Not only that, but if you got 
really good at it, people would come from all over to experi-
ence the worlds you built and use all the amazing things you 
created.

You can stop imagining (for now, at least). I’m telling you 
that this is true! And this book can help you do it. The pages you 
now hold in your hands are a guide to a programming language 
called Ruby that will let you do all these things, and all you need 
is your brain, a computer, and Ruby.

How can this be? you might be thinking. If something this cool 
and powerful existed, I definitely would have heard about it by now.

Which brings us to our next topic.



92  CHAPTER 6

Hank twirled his mustache. “I’m not sure,” he said. “Let’s 
have a look at that menu you kids and Squeaky Jim cooked up.”

“Sure!” Scarlet said, and she called up the Hashery menu on 
the kitchen’s Computing Contraption:

>> hashery_menu
=> { :eggs => 2,
     :hash => 3,
     :jam => 1,
     :sausage => 2,
     :biscuit => 1..3 }

“This looks good—each order of food is associated with its 
price in a hash,” said Big Hank, “but we should put our break-
fast beverages on there, too. Can you add a key with an array as 
a value to my menu hash?”

“Of course,” Scarlet said. “What drinks should we put in it?”
“We’ve got coffee, orange juice, and tea,” said Hank.
“Okay!” Scarlet said. She typed:

>> hashery_menu['drinks'] = ['coffee', 'orange juice', 'tea']
=> ["coffee", "orange juice", "tea"]

“Aha! So that’s how you add a key to a hash,” Hank said.
“Yup!” Scarlet replied. “You just type the hash name, then 

the key name between square brackets—here, we’re using 
'drinks'—and set the whole thing equal to whatever value you 
like. See how we updated the hashery_menu?”

>> hashery_menu
=> {:eggs=>2, :hash=>3, :jam=>1, :sausage=>2, :biscuit=>1..3, 
"drinks"=>["coffee", "orange juice", "tea"]}

 “Cool!” said Ruben, who had finally finished eating his eggs 
and hash. “Now we have a list of drinks on the menu.” He leaned 
in close to the glowing screen of the Computing Contraption. 
“But it looks like the drinks hash key is a string, and the rest are 
symbols. Does that make a difference?”

“Oh boy, does it!” said Squeaky Jim, who had been open-
ing bags of potatoes and cleaning the Hashery’s enormous 
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Visualizing Data with Graphs   41

Figure 2-9: A graph showing the average monthly temperature of New York City,  
with a legend to show the year each color corresponds to

Customizing Graphs
We already learned about one way to customize a graph—by adding a leg-
end. Now, we’ll learn about other ways to customize a graph and to make it 
clearer by adding labels to the x - and y -axes, adding a title to the graph, and 
controlling the range and steps of the axes.

Adding a Title and Labels

We can add a title to our graph using the title() function and add labels 
for the x- and y-axes using the xlabel() and ylabel() functions. Let’s re-create 
the last plot and add all this additional information:

>>> from pylab import plot, show, title, xlabel, ylabel, legend
>>> plot(months, nyc_temp_2000, months, nyc_temp_2006, months, nyc_temp_2012)
[<matplotlib.lines.Line2D object at 0x7f2549a9e210>, <matplotlib.lines.Line2D 
object at 0x7f2549a4be90>, <matplotlib.lines.Line2D object at 0x7f2549a82090>]
>>> title('Average monthly temperature in NYC')
<matplotlib.text.Text object at 0x7f25499f7150>
>>> xlabel('Month')
<matplotlib.text.Text object at 0x7f2549d79210>
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Programming Challenges
Here are a few challenges that build on what you’ve learned in this 
chapter. You can find sample solutions at http://www.nostarch.com/
doingmathwithpython/. 

Challenge 1: How Does the Temperature Vary During the Day?
If you enter a search term like “New York weather” in Google’s search 
engine, you’ll see, among other things, a graph showing the temperature 
at different times of the present day. Your task here is to re-create such a 
graph. 

Using a city of your choice, find the temperature at different points of 
the day. Use the data to create two lists in your program and to create a 
graph with the time of day on the x -axis and the corresponding tempera-
ture on the y -axis. The graph should tell you how the temperature varies 
with the time of day. Try a different city and see how the two cities compare 
by plotting both lines on the same graph.

The time of day may be indicated by strings such as '10:11 AM' or 
'09:21 PM'.

Challenge 2: Exploring a Quadratic Function Visually
In Chapter 1, you learned how to find the roots of a quadratic equation, 
such as x2 + 2x + 1 = 0. We can turn this equation into a function by writing 
it as y = x2 + 2x + 1. For any value of x, the quadratic function produces some 
value for y. For example, when x = 1, y = 4. Here’s a program that calculates 
the value of y for six different values of x :

'''
Quadratic function calculator
'''

# assume values of x
u x_values = [-1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 
v for x in x_values:

   # calculate the value of the quadratic
   # function
   y = x**2 + 2*x + 1
   print('x={0} y={1}'.format(x, y))

At u, we create a list with six different values for x. The for loop start-
ing at v calculates the value of the function above for each of these values 
and uses the label y to refer to the list of results. Next, we print the value of 
x and the corresponding value of y. When you run the program, you should 
see the following output:

x=-1 y=0
x=1 y=4
x=2 y=9
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Pixel Art
You’ve AlreAdY drAwn Your 
first line in Processing, 
but thAt wAs just the 
beginning. in this Project, 
You’ll use bAsic rectAngles 
to creAte some AwesomelY 
low-resolution grAPhics, 
so look to Your fAvorite 
retro video gAme sPrite 
(or AnY simPle, blockY 
imAge) for insPirAtion. 
we’re mAking Pixel Art!



1 8 • project 1

Gather Your Materials
•	 Graph paper

•	 Colored pencils

•	 Felt-tip pen

DraftinG Your Pixel art 
First, you’ll draft your pixelated masterpiece in the physical world. 
Using your colored pencils, draw a square that is 20 boxes by 
20 boxes on a piece of graph paper to represent your sketch win-
dow in Processing, and create your image inside that square. Follow 
these rules to make your image easier to translate into code: 

Rule 1 Use only full squares of color—no angles, arcs, or partial 
squares!
Rule 2 Start by creating something simple, like a smiley face or a 
house.
Rule 3 Try to use contrasting colors at first. Some subtler shades 
may not be noticeable when transferred to the computer. 

To spark your creativity, Figure 1-1 shows an example of the 
“unplugged” version of this project that follows the rules just given. 

Figure 1-1: 

A sketch of my 

pixel art, ready to 

be programmed in 

Processing
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